Emotional and behavioral correlates of the anterior cingulate cortex during associative learning in rats.
Neuronal activity was recorded from the anterior cingulate cortex of behaving rats during discrimination and learning of conditioned stimuli associated with or without reinforcements. The rats were trained to lick a protruding spout just after a conditioned stimulus to obtain reward (intracranial self-stimulation or sucrose solution) or to avoid aversion. The conditioned stimuli included both elemental (auditory or visual stimuli) and configural (simultaneous presentation of auditory and visual stimuli predicting reward outcome opposite to that predicted by each stimulus presented alone) stimuli. Of the 62 anterior cingulate neurons responding during the task, 38 and four responded differentially and non-differentially to the conditioned stimuli (conditioned stimulus-related neurons), respectively. Of the 38 differential conditioned stimulus-related neurons, 33 displayed excitatory (n = 10) and inhibitory (n = 23) responses selectively to the conditioned stimuli predicting reward. These excitatory and inhibitory differential conditioned stimulus-related neurons were located mainly in the cingulate cortex areas 1 and 3 of the rostral and ventral parts of the anterior cingulate cortex, respectively. The remaining 20 neurons responded mainly during intracranial self-stimulation and/or ingestion of sucrose (ingestion/intracranial self-stimulation-related neurons). Increase in activity of the ingestion/intracranial self-stimulation-related neurons was correlated to the first lick to obtain rewards during the task, suggesting that the activity reflected some aspects of motor functions for learned instrumental behaviors. These ingestion/intracranial self-stimulation-related neurons were located sparsely in cingulate cortex area 1 of the rostral part of the anterior cingulate cortex and densely in frontal area 2 of the caudal and dorsal parts of the anterior cingulate cortex. Analysis by the multidimensional scaling of responses of 38 differential conditioned stimulus-related neurons indicated that the anterior cingulate cortex categorized the conditioned stimuli into three groups based on reward contingency, regardless of the physical characteristics of the stimuli, in a two-dimensional space; the three conditioned (two elemental and one configural) stimuli predicting sucrose solution, the three conditioned (two elemental and one configural) stimuli predicting no reward, and the lone conditioned stimulus predicting intracranial self-stimulation. The results suggest that the anterior cingulate cortex is organized topographically; stimulus attributes predicting reward or no reward are represented in the rostral and ventral parts of the anterior cingulate cortex, while the caudal and dorsal parts of the anterior cingulate cortex are related to execution of learned instrumental behaviors. These results are in line with recent neuropsychological studies suggesting that the rostral part of the anterior cingulate cortex plays a crucial role in socio-emotional behaviors by assigning a positive or negative value to future outcomes.